
EE Media Productions
Wedding Referral and Loyalty Rewards Program
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Here's how it works!Here's how it works!
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To our valued clients! Do you want to make a little bit of 
money by simply referring us and giving us shout-outs? 
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$50.00 Credit Upon Booking

Wedding Facebook Group Shout-outs

Discounted Photo Sessions 

Yes! You heard it right, we will personally send you an
e-transfer of $50.00  if your referral books  us for their
wedding day! 
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Each Shout-out that we receive will earn you a $5.00 Credit!
All Credits are rounded up and will be paid at the end of the
year. There is no limit as to how many shout-outs you give us.
screenshot proof is required to be sent to:
ee_mediaproductions@yahoo.com prior to the payout.
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As of Spring 2022, we will officially be offering photo sessions!
Each Photo Session is 30 Minutes long and comes with

20-30 Digital Files +  1x Mdm Photo frame  +2x Sml Photo frame.
You may claim this or the $50.00 E-transfer Credit.

Discounted Price will be $125.00 (Plus applicable Taxes)
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*Terms and Conditions may Apply, 
please email: ee_mediaproductions@yahoo.com for questions and details.
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